
Information on the use of cookies 

1) What is a cookie? 

The website of Mitter és Társa Kft. provides anonymous user IDs, ie. the so-called "cookies". Cookies 

are a series of tokens, information files that are placed on a user's computer by service providers to 

uniquely identify and store profile information and thus allow a website to record information about a 

user's browsing habits (e.g. preferences and settings; help you sign in; display personalized ads and 

analyze how your site works). However, the token stored in the cookie itself is only capable of 

recognizing the user's computer and is not able to uniquely identify the user. 

The content of cookies is securely protected against third party access by means of a high level of 

encryption. The cookies used on the website of Mitter és Társa Kft. do not contain viruses and do not 

cause damage to your computer. 

We inform our users that the use of cookies (cookies) operated by our website is in accordance with Act 

C of 2003 on Electronic Communications (“Eht.”) and with GDPR.  

Therefore, on the first visit, the website of Mitter és Társa Kft., at the bottom of the screen, will display 

an inscription that Mitter és Társa Kft. uses cookies (cookies) and a link to this information. The user 

can consent to the use of cookies by pressing the "YES" button. In the absence of consent or in case of 

withdrawal of the previously given consent, our website does not place cookies on the user's device. 

2) We use the following types of cookies on the website of Mitter és Társa Kft .: 

a) Session cookie: 

This cookie is created only for the duration of your visit and is automatically deleted after the visit. It 

aims to make our website more user-friendly and secure.  

This is mainly the so-called. own cookie based on the identifiers used for operations, which expires at 

the latest when the operation is completed (temporary, lasting a few hours). It tracks user data entries, 

such as when filling out online forms or shopping with a virtual cart. This cookie is strictly required by 

the service provider to provide the information society service specifically requested by the user, and 

the cookie is linked to the user's activity (such as filling in a form or pressing a button). 

Validity: until the end of the session, or for a shorter period, according to the table below. 

b) Persistent cookie: 

The purpose of this cookie is to present the information that is most relevant to you each time you visit 

our website. For the convenience of the user, the persistent cookie stores in encrypted form which 

tools or functions the user has used on the website, such as whether he has accepted the Privacy 

Statement, whether he is logged in to the site, whether his browser is able to run javascript, personal 

information store. 

c) External cookie 

We inform you that when using this website, third party cookies (cookies) may also be installed on 

your device, which will help you to share content on social networking sites or to compile traffic 

statistics. If the browser returns a previously saved cookie, the cookie provider has the option to link 

the user's current visit to previous ones, for websites that use the third-party cookie. 

Google Analytics: Independent measurement and auditing of website traffic and other web analytics 

data is provided by external servers (www.google.com/analytics/). 



the so-called Facebook cookie: allows you to share and like the content of the website. 

On this website you will also find links or icons from other websites - e.g. Facebook Like button, YouTube 

video link - that point to that page. These websites also use cookies (information) about which you can 

find information on the affected pages. Mitter és Társa Kft. Does not control the websites of third parties 

and is not responsible for the content of other external websites. 

3) Data management, legal basis, duration, person of the data controller, rights concerned 

a) Legal basis of the data processing used when using cookies: the voluntary consent of the data 

subject, given by the data subject's active, active behavior by clicking on the "YES" button 

b) In connection with the use of cookies, the following are entitled to data management on the website: 

Mitter és Társa Kft. The data can be accessed by Mitter és Társa Kft. and the data processors entrusted 

by it. 

c) Rights of the data subject: The data subject may request access to personal data concerning him or 

her, rectification, erasure, restrictions on the processing of his or her personal data, and may withdraw 

his or her consent to data processing at any time. Mitter és Társa Kft. Will respond to the requests of 

the data subjects without undue delay, but no later than within one month from the receipt of the request, 

and if it does not comply with any of the data subject's requests, it must justify its decision. The data 

subjects are entitled to the National Data Protection and Freedom of Information Authority (1125 

Budapest, Szilágyi Erzsébet fasor 22 / c, phone: +36 (1) 391-1400, fax: +36 (1) 391-1410, email: 

ugyfelszolgalat@naih.hu, website: www.naih.hu) to submit a complaint. 

4) Third party processors 

Our carefully selected partners and service providers may process personal information about you on 

our behalf as described below: 

Digital Marketing Service Providers 

We periodically appoint digital marketing agents to conduct marketing activity on our behalf, such 

activity may result in the compliant processing of personal information.  Our appointed data processors 

include: 

Prospect Global Ltd (trading as Sopro) Reg. UK Co. 09648733. You can contact Sopro and view their 

privacy policy here: http://sopro.io.  Sopro are registered with the ICO Reg: Z123456 their Data 

Protection Officer can be emailed at: dpo@sopro.io. 

5) Management of cookies 

The user can delete the cookie from his / her own computer or disable the use of cookies in his / her 

browser. Cookies can usually be managed in browsers' Tools / Settings menu under Privacy / History / 

Custom Settings, under the name cookie.  

Enabling cookies is not necessary for the operation of the website, but it improves the browsing 

experience and performance. You can delete or disable these cookies, but in this case, some features 

of the website may not work as intended. 

We do not use the information stored by cookies to establish your identity, and the sample data is under 

our full control. The information stored by cookies will only be used for the purposes described here. 
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